“Sometimes one single sentence
can change a person’s life. Otto is
the kind of speaker who can deliver
that sentence.”
-Steve Arnold, AMEX London/UK

How can Brilliant People
Thrive in Your Team or Family?
Many top performers at any age face challenges in regards to connecting
with people or being fully understood. They might see themselves as ‘highly intelligent misfits’ and frequently settle for a safe but mediocre environment. Whether at work or at home, you can help them explore and apply
their hidden brilliance to create innovative solutions, succeed and grow by
working through barriers and create win-win situations on a daily basis.
Otto Siegel inspires, challenges and fascinates his audiences by presenting
the most recent discoveries in human brilliance and Physical Intelligence
with practical examples of innovation and creativity.

What we offer:
• Keynote Presentations
• Executive Coaching
• Innovative Leadership Development
• Genius Coach Certification Programs

Most Popular Presentations:
• Activate Your Brilliance to Thrive

An accessible, practical
and playful guide to

• Step Out of the Box and Into Your Genius

rediscovering your

• Get Energized: Leading with Heart and Soul

birthright of genius. It

• How to Build Your Future Brighter than Your Past
• The Power of Uniqueness and Diversity

gives you the permission
to express and monetize
your innate brilliance.

Meet Otto Siegel,
MCC, M.Ed., Master
Genius Coach
Otto Siegel is a nationally known
expert on genius activation and
top performance in business and
educational environments. With
over 25 years of international
experience in Germany, Brazil
and the US as a learning facilitator and professional coach he
has developed highly innovative
team and leadership coaching
programs; they are based on
behavioral science and Physical
Intelligence©, the biology of
human performance. He holds a
Master’s Degree in Education,
Biology and Chemistry from the
University of Munich and studied
Behavioral Science with Nobel
Laureate Prof. Dr. Konrad Lorenz.

in Your Team

For more information contact us at 602.283.4527 or otto@geniuscoaching.com

